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1. INTRODUCTION

The work of the Division concentrated on topics reported in the previous

Progress Report with one additional project, namely, the application of ion

beam techniques and laser annealing to the production of photovoltaic devices.

The Moata reactor and 3 MeV accelerator operated for Divisional projects and

for other work, including collaborative projects supported by the Australian

Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering. Staff were seconded to the

Reactors Department (New Reactor Study) and to universities (plasma physics and

fusion program). Results obtained on four main themes (reactor calculations,

neutron physics, nuclear applications and plasma physics) are reported in the

following sections.

2. REACTOR STUDIES

2.1 Reactor Safety

2.1.1 LOCA analysis

CSNI Numerical Standard Problem 

(W.J. Turner)

The purpose of this problem and the problem itself were described in the

last rogress Report. The Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations

(1)
(CSNI) report comparing the solutions has been issued It was hoped that

the solutions submitted by the 10 participants in the numerical benchmark

problem would include at least two converged solutions which were in agreement;

this agreed solution would then have been deemed the reference solution.

Unfortunately, this has not occurred. However, this does not mean that the

correct solution is completely unknown and that no benefit can be obtained from

all the work put into the problem solution by the many participants. On the

contrary, for the following reasons it is reasonable to suppose that the solu-

tion s reasonably well determined:

• The Australian NAIAD and Canadian MECA calculations agree quite well,

even though completely different methods were used.

• Both these calculations exhibit quite small changes when repeated

with fewer nodes and time steps. Note that no convergence

criteria were defined for the problem.

• The Netherlands CHARME calculations tended towards agreement with

these two as the number of nodes was increased from 6 through

12, 24 to 48. This also appears to be the case for the British

RELAP-UK calculations.

(1) Werner, W. 1980) - First CSNI Numerical Benchmark Problem Comparison Report

Gesellschaft fUr Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mH
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Other calculations either failed or were not sufficiently converged

to provide evidence against this view.

Thus it seems reasonable to suppose that the correct solution is within the

range spanned by the Australian NAIAD and Canadian MECA calculations. However,

after about four seconds, the Canadian MECA pressure transient exhibits many

small pressure spikes which seem to be the result of the numerical method. For

this reason, the Australian NAIAD calculation provides the best estimate of the

correct solution. The 13 solutions supplied are compared in Table .

As stated in the CSNI comparison report, this was a very difficult problem.

The difficulties were as follows:

(a) The change in heating in such a short time and the ensuing ringing

sequence required very small time steps.

(b) The degree of instability of the density wave oscillations was

sensitive to numerical damping.

(c) In general, the pressure gradients were quite small, hence the

calculation was very sensitive to the numerical methods used at

phase changes.

(d) The amplitude of the density wave oscillations were sufficient

to cause flow reversals, hence the results were also very

sensitive to the numerical methods used at flow reversal.

All of the difficulties, except perhaps the first, could be present in a

loss of coolant accident (LOCA) calculation, particularly in a small break

situation. Thus the problem provided a good test of LOCA calculation methods,

and it is unfortunate that calculations with the RELAP4 and TRAC codes were not

submitted.

In the case of Australia, major improvements (Turner 1980; see section

6.1) were made to the NAIAD code to cope with the last two difficulties, hence

participation in the benchmark problem has brought real benefits. These

improvements seem to have overcome deficiencies known to be present in NAIAD

and in other LOCA codes for a long time, even though in most LOCA calculations

these deficiencies were masked out by the large pressure gradients at which

flow reversals and phase changes usually occur.

2.1.2 Improvements to NAIAD (W.J. Turner, M.T. Rainbow)

Network solution

The method of solution of the connection equations has been much improved.

These equations were solved by a Gauss-Seidel iteration with successive line

over-relaxation (SOR). Examination of the iteration matrix in particular cases

showed that eigenvalues as large as 0996 were present and that the matrix was



TABLE 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF CSNI NUMERICAL STANDARD PROBLEM 

Max. Exit Quality Inlet W Heater Inlet P*

Nation Code Method t No. of Mean Min. - 4th Min Max. (kPa)

Nodes At lst 4th Inlet W w Exit Peak of Min at

(Ms) peak peak (kg/s) t w lst Ring Max. %3.7 s
(s)

Australia NAIAD FD 79 0.96 1.29 0.97 -0.32 8.3 -0.09 0.63 70 1128 -34

Canada MECA MOC 60 ? >1.0 >1.0 -0.35 9.08 -0.09 0.69 108 142 -36

Canada RAMA FD 90 >0.05 >1.0 >1.0 -0.30 9.35 +0.03 0.63 65 100 -20

Finland MOC 12 ? 0.67 none -0.19 ? 0.67 none 73 ?

France NGBS FD 48 0.1 1.01 none -0.31 none none 0.63 none 120 -16

Germany Disp. MOL 16 ? 1.33 none -0.19 none none 0.55 70 ? ?

Germany No. disp. MOL 16 ? ? not cal. <0.2 not calc. ? 70

Italy CABO FD ? ? not calculated 60 not ca1c.

Japan ASCOT-1 MOC 15 ? 0.97 0.36 -0.28 6.89 +0.08 >0.6 74 106 -10

Netherlands CHARME MOC 48 CFL 1.17 past 10 s -0.32 9.16 +0.65 0.65 70 116 -34

UK RELAP-UK FD 50 5 >1 0.43 <-0.3 8.4 +0.04 0.62 none 120 -20

USA Disp. MOL 40 ? 1.0 none -0.29 8.73 +0.11 0.62 60 90 -14

USA No disp. MOL 40 ? 1.0 ? -0.30 8.14 -0.02 0.62 70 100 -20

Heater inlet pressure minus pressure at 2 seconds

tFD = finite difference; MOC = method of characteristics; MOL = method of lines
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non-negative hence SOR theory does not apply. The solution method was

improved in two ways. First, the connection equations for internal connections

were written in a linear form using approximations of the same order as those

used in formulating the finite difference equations. These linear equations

are now solved by a direct method. The few (if any) remaining non-linear con-

nection equations are solved by a semi-iterative acceleration (1) on the Gauss-

Seidel method. The number of iterations required for the most difficult case

was reduced from several hundred to three.

Linear connections

The opportunity was taken to add a new type of connection, namely, a linear

connection. Any thermohydraulic componentwhich can be described by finite

difference equations can be included in NAIAD as a linear connection by writing

a special routine in which the coefficients in the finite difference equations

are calculated and stored in the appropriate matrix. These equations, together

with those for internal connections, are solved by a direct method.

Time step control

In a number f NAIAD calculations, it has been found necessary to add

controls on the time step size to limit the fractional change in mass flow 

that occurs over one time step; however, no general procedure was available

because changes in the sign of W must be allowed. The following expression is

now used to limit changes in flow in the same way as changes in pressure and

enthalpy:

W11 1

W Max(y,�)

where is the choke number, which has the value for zero flow, for choke

flow and negative for supersonic flow. Hence for highly subsonic flows (y near

1) the rate of change of flow has little effect on the time step, but for much

greater flows (y < -2), fractional changes in flow are limited in the same way

as those in pressure and enthalpy.

Enthalpy boundary condition

An enthalpy boundary condition is imposed in NAIAD where a flow enters a

flow path. Difficulty can arise when the flow direction changes from outward

to inward flow, as the enthalpy of fluid entering the flow path can be very

different to that of fluid that has most recently left the flow path. An

enthalpy boundary condition has been formulated that requires any such discon-

tinuity in enthalpy to decrease in proportion to the degree of penetration of

(1) Varga, R.F. 1962) - Matrix Iterative Analysis. Prentiss Hall, New Jersey.
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the inward flow into the first half segment of the flow path. The truncation

error of this boundary condition is of the same order as that of the finite

difference energy equation.

Pump connection

In some circumstances, the method of solution of the pump connection equa-

tions was found unsatisfactory. A more rapidly converging, more reliable

iteration scheme has been incorporated which does not require solution of the

equation of state, as did the old scheme. It has also been found that a pump

can be represented by only one connection, rather than the two used previously.

Heat Transfer

The NAIAD heat transfer package has been converted to SI units and the

Macbeth. dryout correlation has been included for low flow and low pressure

conditions. various interpolation regions have been introduced to provide

continuity with the BIASI dryout correlation.

Bryce slip correlation

The Bryce slip correlation (1) has been added.

Improvements to finite difference scheme

These improvements were the result of difficulties experienced in solving

the CSNI Numerical Standard Problem 1. The difficulties arose with changes in

flow drection at low pressure gradients and with changes in phase at low flow

rates. They are the result of discontinuities in coefficients in the finite

difference equations at such changes. Extensive modifications have been made

to the density term in the mass equation where the phase change discontinuities

occurred, and in the energy equation where the flow direction discontinuities

occurred. All coefficients in the resulting finite difference equations are

continuous functions, even at phase changes and flow direction changes. Smooth

solution of the CSNI problem was achieved. Figures and 2 show a typical

phase change calculated before and after the improvements were made.

2.1.3 Application of NAIAD to natural gas pipelines (W.J. Turner)

Discussions are in progress with The Pipeline Authority, the Australian

Government body responsible for the construction and operation of a natural

gas pipeline from Moomba in South Australia to Sydney. It appears that NAIAD

is suitable for the calculation of transient and steady state behaviour of

natural gas pipeline networks. The results of one test problem on a T-shaped

network are shown in Figure 3 The Pipeline Authority intends to buy NAIAD.

(1) Bryce, W.M. 1977) - A New Flow-Dependent Slip Correlation which Gives
Hyperbolic Steam-Water Mixture Flow Equations. AEEW-R1099, May.
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2.2 Reactor Code Development

2.2.1 Burn-up methods (G.S. Robinson)

The burn-up methods used within the AUS scheme are being upgraded. To

date, burn-up calculations have relied on CHAR which is a multi-region burn-up

module using an analytic method to solve the nuclide depletion equations. CHAR

has been applied in the past mainly to lattice burn-up calculations. Its

applicability to global calculations was limited to few-region calculations by

the necessity in most reactor types to perform subsidiary lattice calculations

at each time step for each region.

Although the methods development is eing done in conjunction with an

investigation of burn-up modelling in large, fast reactors, requirements for

thermal reactor burn-up are also being considered. The investigation includes

the effects of spectra used in group condensation, mesh intervals, diffusion

theory versus SNmethods, heterogeneity, number of regions with constant burn-

up, time step, variation of isotope cross sections with irradiation, and

fission product representation.

The following changes were made to the AUS scheme:

(a) Provision of editing facilities in CHAR.

(b) Facility for isotope cross sections to be irradiation-dependent

which extends the use of CHAR in global calculations.

(c) Provision for energy condensation of isotopes over spectra from

a global calculation.

(d) Addition of a module which group-condenses the main cross section

library.

A new fission product library is being generated from ENDF/B using the

ORNL code XACS. Some changes to the XACS resonance treatment were made to

reduce the required computer time.

A simple burn-up module, BURNMAC, which adopts the usual assumption that

macroscopic lattice data may be tabulated against irradiation, has also been

written for AUS.

2.2.2 Group cross section library (G.S. Robinson)

Because availability of ENDF/B-V data is restricted and there is a large

discrepancy in 238U resonance captures using ENDF/B-IV, a modified ENDF/B file

for 23BU has been formed using the resonance data evaluated by de Saussure et

al. (1) for ENDF/B-V. This modified data file was used to prepare new AUS cross

sections for 238U which were tested in AUS calculations of the TRX-1 lattice

(1) de Saussure, G., Olsen, D.K., Perez, R.B. and Difilippo, F.C. 1978 -
ORNL/TM-6152.
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experiment. Compared with ENDF/B-IV data, k eff increased by 02 per cent and

P28 decreased by per cent, still leaving a per cent error in p28 compared

with experiment. The matter was not pursued because the change was relatively

small.

2.3 Reactor Power Transients (J.W. Connolly, A.W. Dalton)

2.3.1 HIFAR and SPERT transients (J.W. Connolly)

A review has been made of possible damage mechanisms arising during the

course of reactivity transients in HIFAR. Central to this subject is the

dynamics of steam formation, since this is the most probable method of conver-

sion of heat into mechanical energy. It has been difficult to attain an under-

standing of this phenomenon, even on a qualitative level, since the variables

are numerous and experimental data lacking to the extent that they produce

mainly heat fluxes into the coolant, but not local coolant temperatures and

pressures. However, the review has forced the conclusion that very highly

superheated water (%450 K must exist in a thin layer adjacent to the fuel

element surface for an appreciable length of time (lO ms), and that fuel

element burnout under transient conditions is not necessarily produced by the

traditional vapour blanketing of the heat exchanger surface. This work is

being prepared as a review article at the request of the Reactors Department.

2.3.2 NAIAD development (A.W. Dalton)

Development of the thermodynamic non-equilibrium code NAIAD continued.

Heat transfer and reactivity feedback models suitable for SPERT and HIFAR tran-

sients are being developed. The heat transfer model covers the following

situations: very low flow non-boiling heat transfer; turbulent flow non-

boiling heat transfer; subcooled nucleate boiling (1) ; and subcooled flow boil-

ing. The model incorporates a calculation of void generation rate from the

nucleate boiling heat transfer rate. This void generation rate is used to

calculate the variation of voidage during transients which, in turn, is used in

the reactivity feedback model via the void reactivity coefficient. The model

is being tested against SPERT (2) experiments.

2.4 Criticality Calculations (B.J. McGregor)

KENO (Monte Carlo) calculations were made for a single cell and arrays of

UF6 cylinders, both air- and water-spaced. The single cells were also calcu-

Forster, K. and Grief, E. 1959) - Heat Transfer to a Boiling Liquid;
Mechanisms and Correlations. Trans. ASME Ser. C, J. Heat Trans., 81:43.

(2) Houghtaling, J.E., Sala, A. and Spano, A.H. 1964) - Transient Temperature
Distributions in the SPERT D12/15 Fuel Plates during Short-period Power
Excursions. IDO 16884.
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lated using discrete ordinate codes, and the results were consistent with those

from KENO.

A study was also made of the subcritical clusters* of 235 wt 235 U U02
(1) -Roach and AUS (ENDF-IVB) data were used for

rods in water Both Hansen

some systems and gave results in close agreement. For a single critical cluster,

the calculated k eff was 101±0.004 (standard deviation) for both data sets.

The water separation between clusters in multi-cluster arrays gave almost

complete neutronic decoupling. Consequently, flux convergence was slow, but

good agreement with experiment was nevertheless obtained quickly for a 3cluster

system. For experiments in which boral plates were put between the clusters,

the code convergence was poor, and practicability of the calculation became very

sensitive to the source estimate.

Some results suggest that the KENO estimates of error on flux and fission

density may he suspect. For example, after one hour's computing of one case,

the fission density was 0123±0.005, and the final result was 0143. The code

also gives incorrect multiplication factors when negative self-scatters occur,

as when using hydrogen P 0 data from AUS.

2.5 Transport Calculations of Effect of 10H Hole in HIFAR (B.J. McGregor)

Because the AUS scheme does not include a two-dimensional neutron transport

module, it was necessary for the neutronic modelling study of IFAR (section

2.6) to allow for the effect of the important 10H horizontal beam tube facility

by means of a separate calculation, using the DOT code.

Convergence difficulties were encountered, first because no upscatter

total cross sections were incorporated and, when this was corrected, the code

scaling factors were found to be inappropriate. The results of successfully

converged runs showed the effect of the hole on k eff to be fairly small

(,�,0.5% ��k/k), but fluxes in the void were increased by up to 00 per cent

compared with the filled case.

2.6 Neutronic Modelling of HIFAR (B.V. Harrington)

HIFAR fuel and reactivity management has in the past relied on measured

values of such parameters as fuel worth and positional fluxes. These measure-

ments are often difficult and of uncertain accuracy. With the availability of

the powerful AUS odular scheme for reactor calculations, it seemed worthwhile

to attempt setting up detailed HIFAR models which could be used. Such models

A 'cluster' is a water-spaced finite lattice array of single rods typical of
a fuel storage unit.

Bierman, S.R., Clayton, E.D. and Burst, B.M. 1977) - Critical Separation
between Subcritical Clusters of 235 wt 235 U U02 Rods in Water with Fixed
Neutron Poisons. PNL 2438.
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are also important in assessing the impact of the use of alternative low

enrichment fuels.

The models have been based on HIFAR operational program 251 which was

typical of HIFAR operations with low rig burdens in 1978-79. The reactor models

are end-of-program models, to minimise the error introduced by omitting the

coarse control arms from the calculations. Representations of the horizontal

and vertical heavy water facilities, in-core rigs and voided safety thimbles

have been included in both models detailed below.

The following AUS modules have been used:

MIRANDA a cross section data preparation module which uses ENDF-B/-Iv

data

ANAUSN a one-dimensional SN transport mdule

CHAR a burnup module

POW a two-dimensional diffusion module

Five-group smeared core cross sections were generated as a function of

burnup using the modules MIRANDA, ANAUSN and CHAR. Reflector cross sections

were prepared separately using MIRANDA. Region and energy-dependent axial

bucklings were generated in POW, using a cylindrical HIFAR model and the above

five-group cross sections. Two HIFAR 2D XY models were developed, one with the

specific fuel distribution and the other with an average fuel for the end-of-

program 251 (core weight 23375 kg). The two-dimensional discrete ordinate

code DOT was used.

The effect of the 10H horizontal beam tube void was estimated using the

two-dimensional discrete ordinate transport cde, DOT. Reductions of 0.5 per

cent in reactivity and 8.5 per cent in the power fraction of the nearest fuel

element were found. These results were reproduced in the XY models by represent-

ing the 10H beam tube as reduced density D20 with adjusted diffusion coefficients

(to allow for streaming). The 6H and 4H horizontal beam tube voids were simi-

larly represented. The aluminium and stainless steel in the horizontal tubes,

safety rod and vertical D20 facility thimbles have been explicity included in

the models. The vertical in-core rigs and D20 facilities have been represented

as 1/v absorbers. Perturbation calculations in POW were used to derive the

equivalent concentration of 1/v absorber for each rig. The voids in the safety

rods were approximated by an equivalent amount of aluminium inferred from

experiment. The following table gives a breakdown of reactivities controlled

by the heavy water facilities, safety rod thimbles and in-core rigs in the XY

HIFAR models.
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Reactivity Controlled (%) Rela-

Facility tive to End-of-program 251 Core
(2.3375 kg 235U)

10H void only 0.44

6H and 4H voids only 0.9

10H, 6H and 4H tubes 1.14

and liners

Safety rod Al thimbles and

voids plus vertical D20 1.18

facility Al thimbles

In-core and heavy water 4.75

reflector rigs

The end-of-program 252 reactivities of 192 and 236 per cent, as calcu-

lated for the average and specific fuel distributions respectively, are in good

agreement with the observed shut-down reactivity of 178 per cent. Reasonable

agreement was also achieved between measured and calculated end-of-program 251

average flux ratios for fuel ositions C3, B3, D4, as can be seen in the follow-

ing table:

Calculated

Av. Thermal
Flux Ratio Measured Average Fuel Specific Fuel

Model Distribution

Model

B3/C3 0.870 0.885 0.929

D4/C3 0.984 0.980 1.010

These results are much improved over those obtained previously with models which

lacked details of the D20 facilities.

The HIFAR average fuel model was used to estimate the effect of operating

with 45 and 20 per cent enriched fuel using UAl fuel meat of up to 42 w % U

maximum, which is regarded as the practical upper limit of near-term fuel

technology development.

The first row in the following table is for a standard HIFAR Mark IV fuel

element. The burn-up of 45.16 MWD/element corresponds to the end-of-program

251 burn-up and a fuel consumption rate of approximately 36 elements/program.

To assess the effect of higher rig loadings, calculations were also done at

the lower burn-up of 33.68 MWD/element, corresponding to a fuel consumption

rate of about 5.0 elements per program.
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Enrich_ 235U per Fuel Reactivity (p%) in a 32 kg Core

ment Element at a Burn-up of:

(g) 45.16 MWD/Element 33.68 MWD/Element

80 150 1.55 5.41

45 155 2.08 5.68

20 165 1.41 4.64

20 170 2.24 5.34

It was found that either 155 g, 45 per cent enriched fuel elements or

170 g, 20 per cent enriched fuel elements should match the reactivity perform-

ance of the standard elements quite well for the expected operational range

(about 4 to per cent in reactivity) or rig burdens. However, the 42 w %

U limit would imply an approximately 50 per cent increase in meat thickness

for the 170 g, 20 per cent enriched elements with a consequent impairment of

thermal. hydraulic safety margins.

2.7 Moata (D.J. Wilson)

During this period Moata was shut down, the fuel removed and the internal

structure and instrumentation inspected. Control and safety rod mechanisms

were cleaned, tested and found to conform to specification. The internal

surface of the biological shield is flaking off and requires treatment when

maintenance becomes available. This is of annoyance value only and there is

no safety significance.

To ease the radiation problems inherent in the maintenance of 'in pile'

instrumentation, some rearrangement of the raphite was made to allow the

control and safety ion chambers to be relocated in the vertical facility and

the core tank duct. This part of the equipment can now be maintained or

adjusted without first having to unload fuel.

It is planned to examine the fuel elements in the hot cells for signs of

corrosion or other damage. This should take place at the rate of about one

fuel element per month, but is currently suspended because of industrial

relations problems.
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3. NEUTRON PHYSICS

3.1 Fission Fragment Angular Distribution for Neutron Fission of 23OTh

(J.W. Boldeman, D. Gogny A.R. Musgrove, R.L. Walsh)

Fission fragment angular distributions have been measured for the neutron

fission of 23OTh in the energy range 680 to 1100 keV with special attention to

the region of the large vibrational resonance in the neutron fission cross

section near 715 keV. The analysis involved the search for a set of fission

barrier parameters which lead to a simultaneous description of the angular

distribution data and the existing data for the fission cross section. It was

found that the data for the 715 keV resonance could be reproduced only if the

K = 12 band responsible for this resonance splits into two separate bands, one

of each parity, and if the decoupling parameter has a parity dependent sign.

Figure 4 shows the calculated fission cross section. The derived moment of
h2

inertia constant 2 has a value of 1.85 keV which suggests that the vibrational

resonance occurs within a minimum in the potential energy surface corresponding

to a formation of c = .85. The derived data are all consistent with the

predicted triple-hiunped fission barrier for the thorium nuclei.

3.2 Measurement of symmetry in Mass Division of 23OTh

(J.W. Boldeman, R.L. Walsh, I.F. Senior)

A possible asymmetry in mass division in fission where the light (or heavy)

fragment is emitted in a preferred direction has been proposed recently by Lang

(private communication). A fission chamber containing four surface barrier

detectors has been designed and built to test this hypothesis using a polarised

neutron beam on a 23OTh target. An electrospraying facility has been con-

structed to fabricate the 23OTh target.

3.3 Mass Resolution Correction in Double-Energy Fission Measurements

(D.W. Lang, R.L. Walsh)

The size of the mass resolution in our double-energy fission measure-

ments (1,2) was determined. The method was to compare our measured 252cf(sf)

mass yield curve (1) with that obtained by Whetstone (3) in a double-velocity

measurement. The mass resolution in ref. 3 is known to be 21 amu (FWHM).

Figure shows the calculated mass resolution versus heavy fragment mass.

tService de Physique Neutronique et Nucl6aire, Centre d'Etudes de Bruy�!res-le-
Ch&tel, 92542 Montrouge Cedex, France

1) Walsh, R.L. and Boldeman, .W. 1977 - Nucl. Phys. A 276:189

2) Walsh, R.L., Boldeman, J.W. and Elcombe, M.M. 1979) - Proc. IAEA Symp. Physics
and Chemistry of Fission, ildlich, Vol. 2 p. 129

3) Whetstone, S.L. Jr. 1963) - Phys. Rev., 131:1232
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The mean mass resolutions found were 52 amu. (FWHM) for 252Cf(sf) and 49 amu

(FWHM) for 239Pu(nf). The separate contributions to the mass resolution from

neutron emission and from instrumentation effects were identified.

The measured mass yield curves for 252Cf(sf) and 239pu(nf) were then

corrected for the above mass resolution using two methods: the five-element

operator method of Terrell (1) and a conjugate gradient iterative method (2)

Figure 6 shows the results for 252Cf(sf) using the operator method.

3.4 Fast Neutron Capture y-Ray Spectra in 88Sr (B.J. Allen. FZ. Company t

The low lying states of 88Sr are almost pure single particle states of d,2

and S'X2 character as a consequence of neutron shell closure at N = 50. Strong

initial state correlations p 1r )for P3 resonances have been found
I n XY P1Z2' X2

in neutron capture cross sections measurements and estimates of valence capture

account for a large fraction of the observed radiation widths. It is therefore

of considerable interest to measure y-ray spectra, particularly in the 300 keV

region where the valence component is expected to be largest. Previously, NaI

spectra have been measured at 10 to 60 keV in a 88Sr target and at the former

spectrum exhibited strong transitions to the d5 12 ground state and sl /2 first

excited state. The much larger cross sections of the minor Sr isotopes

obscured the presence of any single particle effects in the latter measurement.

An enriched 99.84 per cent) isotopic target of 240.67 g of 88Sr(NO3)2 was

obtained from the US Department of Energy. However, the low capture cross

section necessitated the use of a large 20 cm diameter, 15 cm deep NaI detector

in a massive neutron shield. Measurements were made at the AAEC's 3 MeV Van de

Graaff accelerator with bunched terminal pulsing 2 MHz, 4 ns) using the

7Li(pn) reaction. Average beam currents of 5 pA bombarded a 25 keV thick Li

target. The capture sample was placed at 10 to 20 cm from the neutron source,

and the detector located at 125 0 to the beam and 65 cm from the sample. A MM

thick 6Li glass detector monitored the neutron flux.

An accurate neutron energy calibration was achieved by calibration of the

analyser magnet with Al(py) resonances, and verified by observing transmission

dips through the 88Sr(NO3)2 target for the 387 and 325 keV 88Sr resonances, and

the 440 keV 160 resonance.

Relevant resonance and final state parameters are given in Table 2.

Terrell, J. 1962) Phys. Rev., 127:880

(2) Lang, D.W. 1977) AAEC/E398

tUniversity of Wollongong



TABLE 2

RELATIVE GAMMA RAY INTENSITIES IN 88Sr(ny)

E l'i 'ff (2i +j)(2 13> <29> <55> 122> <150> <277> <287> <321> <336> <399> <423> 508>

11 �i li - - - - - - - - - - -(MeV) 1/2 1/2 32 3/2 3/2 1/2 32 3/2 3/2 3/2 3/2

0.000 d 52+ 4.76 - 22 29 32 20 47 51 54 54 - - -

1.031 s 12 + 1.81 72 25 20 20 26 31 28 22 17

1.460 5/2+ - - - 17 8 5 - - - - - -

1.931 d(5/2)+ 0.55

16 28 17 8 14 21 - 21

2.000 d 32+ 1.85

2.455 d(3/2)+ 1.36 10 24 (17) 9 14 21 35 28

2.805 d 0.14 - - - - - - - - - - - -

3.128 d(5/2)+ 0.32 1

23 22 22 22 24 29 64 65 51

3.245 d(3/2)+ 0.26
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The resonance energies are, in fact, average energies corresponding, above

100 keV, to the average energy loss in the 25 keV thick Li target. However,

for each measurement only one or two p-wave resonances dominate as is seen

from the capture cross section data.

The observation of a strong transition to the d 512 ground state is definite

evidence of an El transition from a 3 12 resonance. At <29> and 122> keV a

definite P3 12 assignment is in disagreement with the J = 12 assignment of

ref. (1) based on a comparison of gr n and Pn values. At 150> keV a J = 3 2

value is ambiguous in that nearby resonances at 147.2 and/or 150.7 keV could be

responsible for the ground state transition. The absence of ground state

transition at 135 keV is consistent with the J = 12 assignment, but does not

confirm it.

Final state correlations 2j+l)e2,I /E n) for five transitions and 3
F Y Y Y

energy dependence are all consistent with zero correlation. However, for EO
Y

large correlations are found for all the definite P3/2 resonance results.

Considered as a single population, p (P3 = 050+0.11 for E energy dependence.
F /2) 0.13 Y

For E3, the correlation disappears because of strong transitions to the weak

kn= 2 states at 3128 and 3245 MeV. According to Boldeman et al. the

largest valence contributions to resonance capture are at 321 and 27 keV, and

it is in this region that transitions to the d /2 and s1/2 states, but not d3 /2

states, dominate the capture spectrum in agreement with valence expectations.

Nevertheless, strong transitions to the weak �Z n= 2 states at 1-3 MeV, which

dominate the spectra at 400 to 500 keV, suggest an important role for an

additional non-statistical capture mechanism.

3.5 Average Neutron Capture y-Ray Spectra in 139La and 14'Pr

(B.J. Allen, F.Z. Company)

The low energy level structure of the 139La(ny) and 14'Pr(ny) compound

nuclides is described by an f7 /2 neutron outside the N = 82 core, coupled to

the odd proton for energies up to A00 keV. At higher energies, the states

correspond to the coupling of a p-wave neutron and the odd proton. Earlier

y-ray measurements on 139La showed an enhancement of y-ray strength to the

kn= 3 states over the prediction of the statistical model. Although correla-

tions were not observed between the s-wave reduced widths and total radiation

widths, the observed variance of the latter was found to be much larger than

could be ascribed to the experimental and statistical variance. Similar

results were found for 141Pr.

Boldeman, J.W., Allen, B.J., Musgrove, A.R. de L., Macklin, R.L. and Winter,
R.R. 1976 - Nucl. Phys. A269:397
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It is unlikely that the y-ray strength to the single particle states can

account for the anomalous variances. For 139La, the high bias y-ray yield (for

E > 41 MeV) is only weakly correlated with the radiation widths (p = 027 +0.12
Y -0.13

It is therefore of interest to investigate further the capture y-ray spectra of

139La and 14'Pr in the kev energy region in search of enhancement to the low

lying single particle states.

Measurements were made at the AAEC 3 MeV van de Graaff accelerator using a

2 MHz pulsed proton beam with 0 ns pulse width. Neutrons from the 7Li(pn)

reaction irradiated the samples at flight paths of 10 to 20 cm and were moni-

tored by a Li glass detector. A well-shielded, 20 x 15 cm NaI detector was

placed at 1250 to the beam at a distance of 60 cm from the sample and capture

and background spectra were measured simultaneously. After background sub-

traction, the pulse height spectra were analysed by a non-linear least squares

program using a library of NaI response functions.

Spectra were measured at average neutron energies of <35>, <270>, <345>,

<565>, <725> and<1075> keV in Pr and at 180> and <270> keV in La. Neutron

energy spread in the 7Li target was '�,25 keV so capture spectra are averaged

over '�,100 resonances in Pr, '�,225 in La. Target weights were 232.5 g for La2O3

and 967.5 g for Pr, corresponding to 000796 and 00289 atom barn-1 respectively.

The high energy y-rays are seen to increase in energy for higher neutron

energies, confirming the primary nature of the radiation. After line shape

analysis of the capture spectra, the data were divided by n.E3 where n is the
Y

number of final states per 0.1 MeV interval, taken from the work of Groshev

et al. The average neutron energy was then subtracted to obtain reduced

spectra for comparison with the statistical model and with the high resolution

thermal data. Preliminary spectral histograms are shown in Figure 7 for 300 keV

bins and are normalised to the areas of the reduced thermal spectra.

The observed y-ray strength per final state generally shows a strong high

energy component, but this disappears when the E3 factor is introduced. The
Y

kn= 3 intensity only remains dominant at <345> keV. At low y-ray energies,

the contribution of secondary transitions and missed levels may account for

the increasing reduced intensities. Overall, the spectra are consistent with

the statistical model (I (n.E3)-' 11, constant), but exhibit marked fluctuations
Y Y

which cannot be attributed to the spectrum averaging method.

(1) Groshev, L.V. et al. 1968 - Nucl. Data Tables 5:1
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4. NUCLEAR TECHNIQUES

4.1 Introduction

The application of ion beam and neutron techniques has expanded in several

areas, the most significant of which is the commencement of work on ion implant-

ation and laser annealing of semiconductor materials. This led to a much

greater use of the accelerator beam line dedicated to ion backscattering and

channelling measurements. Construction of a simplified ion implantation system

has commenced and a grant was received from the National Energy Research,

Development and Demonstration Council (NERDDC) for the purpose of extending this

work to the preparation of photovoltaic devices.

The development of PIXE-PIGME techniques has continued with applications to

a variety of problems, particularly through collaborative programs supported by

the Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering (AINSE). Studies of

artefacts have attracted particular interest and work has commenced on problems

of significance in occupational health. Considerable effort was also provided

in support of the rganisation of the Fifth International Conference on Ion

Beam Analysis (Sydney, 16-20 February 1981).

4.2 Ion Implantation

4.2.1 Ion implantation - photovoltaics NJ. Kenny, M.D. Scott,

H.G. Broe)

A new project aimed at producing photovoltaic cells by ion implantation has

commenced. Implantation of ions at energies up to a few hundred kilovolts is a

well established method of modifying surface properties of a material and has

far reaching applications for semiconductor fabrication and for improving

properties of metals with regard to oxidation, corrosion, friction and wear.

Ion implantation is accepted as an effective and reliable method of doping

silicon used in the manufacture of photovoltaics (solar cells). Cells manu-

factured by ion implantation achieve efficiencies of 15 per cent; this is com-

parable to the best performance obtained with other methods of production. It

is likely that ion implantation will play a major role in mass production of

photovoltaics.

Two international conferences, one on ion implantation equipment and

techniques and the other on ion beam modification of materials, were held in

July 1980 and highlighted the significant role of ion implantation for semi-

conductor fabrication, improved surface properties and manufacture of novel

alloys. Table 3 summarises the current status of ion implantation research

and development.
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TABLE 3

STATUS OF ION IMPLANTATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Field Status

Semiconductor fabrication Standard production step

Enhanced lifetime of machine components Becoming commercial

Photovoltaics (single crystal) Reliable, cheap.
Should become standard

Photovoltaics: simple implants (AAEC) Potentially viable

New alloys and materials Advanced research stage

Superconductors Research stage
Integrated optics

Photovoltaics: cheap substrates Early research

The AAEC project is using a simple (and hence less costly) implant system

to produce photovoltaic cells and evaluating these against cells made by more

complex methods. Any prospects for large scale use of photovoltaics in remote

areas requires high reliability and competitive cost. The implants are to be

made with a very clean, ultra high vacuum system and an ion source with solid

feed (phosphorus or arsenic) which requires no mass analysis. Pending comple-

tion of implant facilities at Lucas Heights, samples are being implanted at

AERE Harwell.

4.2.2 Pulsed annealing (A. Rose, D. Stevenson)

When crystalline silicon is implanted with ions such as P + , As+, the ions

come to rest in interstitial positions and the crystal structure is damaged.

This must be removed by annealing to restore electrical activity. Thermal

annealing, although effective, has disadvantages including slowness, surface

contamination and inability to localise the effects to the junction region.

on the other hand, pulsed annealing (laser or electron beam) can be used effec-

tively to anneal the surface region.

A pulsed ruby laser (on loan from Sydney University) has been used to anneal

a large number of silicon samples which have been implanted with either phos-

phorus or arsenic ions. It has been found that with a pulse of '�1.5 J/cm2' the

surface damage can be completely removed and surface structure restored. one

problem encountered with the laser is uniformity of irradiation. Various

methods have been tried and currently a homogeniser is being used to give a beam

which is fairly uniform over a diameter of 9 mm. Larger areas have been annealed

by overlapping the laser spots.
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Measurements to determine the energy and power of the laser have resulted

in the manufacture of a specialised liquid cell calorimeter and a photodiode

assembly. The measurements show that laser energies up to 25 J are available

at a pulse width of Iv25 ns.

4.2.3 Backscattering/channelling (M.J. Kenny, M.D. Scott)

The surface structure of implanted samples has been studied before and

after pulsed laser annealing, using Rutherford backscattering and channelling.

This is a powerful technique for establishing the extent of damage to crystal

structure which occurs during the implant process and the subsequent removal of

the damage by the pulsed annealing.

It has been found that when the laser is correctly set up, crystal struc-

ture can be completely restored. Figure shows Rutherford backscattering (RBS)

spectra of 2 MeV He+ ions from Si implanted with P+ ions. The spectrum for

random alignment shows a high count rate and a relatively flat spectrum. For

the channelled (or aligned) cases, the implanted (but not annealed) specimen

shows an intermediate count rate. There is a damaged region at a depth corres-

ponding to the range of the implanted P+ ions .l Vm). After laser annealing,

the spectrum shows only a narrow surface peak and a very low continuum. This is

the same as the channelled spectrum from an uminplanted silicon sample, showing

that the damage has been removed.

4.2.4 High dose rate effects in implantation in silicon

(J.S. Williams M.J. Kenny, M.D. Scott, A. Rose)

Implantation at high dose rates produces a considerable rise in the temp-

erature of a wafer during implantation. This can induce considerable dynamic

annealing and can significantly reduce and modify the damage produced. In

circumstances where the temperature is not uniform across the wafer, appreciable

variation in electrical activity and residual damage will result after subse-

quent thermal annealing.

It has been found that this effect can be significant even with light and

less damaging ions such as boron, for doses in the range 1015 to 2 x 1016

ions/CM2. The damage non-uniformity in high dose, high dose rate implants is

difficult to remove completely and requires furnace annealing at temperatures

of the order of 1100 0C. However, the pulsed ruby laser eliminates this non-

uniformity on arsenic and phosphorus implanted wafers. The particular damage

conditions produced in high dose rate, 1 x 1016 As+/CM2 implants has led to

some nteresting effects relating to damage removal and crystalline-to-melt

tRoyal Melbourne Institute of Technology
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and amorphous-to-melt transitions induced by the pulsed ruby laser at increasing

laser powers.

4.2.5 Backscatter program (B.J. McGregor)

A program was borrowed from IBM, Yorktown Heights, USA, to calculate the

backscattering spectrum when MeV alphas and protons are directed at layers of

materials. The backscatter spectrum allows the thickness of thin films to be

estimated and the elemental composition of materials to be found.

The borrowed program had no write-up and the code as received would not run

its test problem. These and other errors have now been fixed and many of the

restrictions on the code, such as the number of channels and number of straggl-

ing channels have been identified and changed where necessary. An improved

version with a write-up is nearing completion.

As the code has been fixed and improved, a number of problems have been

successfully handled. These include:

(a) Identification of element compositions, e.g. KC1(KB) 1.6'

(b) Composition of blood.

(c) Chromium �Dxide layer thicknesses and composition for solar

absorber surfaces.

(d) Thickness and composition of gallium layers on silicon.

(e) Study of energy straggling in targets of lead and gold

with alpha particles and protons.

(f) Spectra from protons on a range of elements.

(g) Possible oxidation of a dysprosium target.

4.2.6 Ion implantation equipment (M.J. Kenny, H.G. Broe)

Equipment has been assembled to enable implantation of P + or As + ions into

silicon for fabrication of photovoltaic cells. Since this is a clean ultra high

vacuum system, a dust free room has been prepared for the equipment. Currently,

the vacuum is obtained with a turbo mechanical pump. This will soon be replaced

by a liquid helium cryopump capable of an ultimate pressure of �,l �iPa. This

will allow a hydrocarbon free system and will have high pumping speed for all

gases.

A standard duoplasmatron ion source, originally designed for producing mA

beams of hydrogen ions is being modified to produce beams from solid arsenic or

phosphorus. The ion source is insulated from the rest of the system by a

ceramic section with ultra high voltage end flanges. A high voltage cage has

been built to enable safe operation of the source at up to 50 kV and the cooling

system has also been built to operate at this voltage. The system will be

operational when the stainless steel extraction electrode is completed.
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Figure 9 shows the schematic layout of the ion implantation facility. As

well as being used for implantation of silicon wafers, the same system can be

used to produce nitrogen beams to modify properties of steel.

It is planned to upgrade the facility by using a Freeman type hot cathode

ion source which can provide currents of up to 10 mA.

4.2.7 Photovoltaic cell fabrication and evaluation (M.D.Scott,

A. Rose)

The initial program of photovoltaic cell construction is designed to produce

a small number of cells to test processing steps. A number of polished single

crystal silicon wafers (5 cm diameter) have been implanted at AERE Harwell with

30 keV As + ions to a dose of 1015 ions/cm2. Resistivities between 0.1 and 40 

cm have been used, and both 110> and <111> orientations have been annealed by

overlapping laser pulses. The back contact will be evaporated aluminium with

either laser or thermal drive in activation. Front contact metallisation will

be by masked vacuum evaporation of aluminium 30 pm wide and 3 mm apart.

As well as fabricating cells by ion implantation, an evaluation and com-

parison program has been planned for single cells and banks of cells made by

various methods. Parameters being measured include I-V curves, efficiency,

spectral response, resistivity, spatial response and long term stability and

reproducibility.

4.2.8 Use of lasers to drive gallium into silicon (E.M. Lawson t

A. Rose, M.D. Scott, MJ. Kenny)

The pulsed ruby laser was used to drive gallium from an evaporated metallic

layer into silicon to make contacts for surface barrier detectors. Rutherford

backscattering of 2 MeV He + ions was used to show that a concentration of gallium

ions of about per cent to a depth of 07 jim was obtained. The same technique

was also used to drive antimony and indium into germanium, producing vry large

dopant concentrations, but poor crystal regrowth.

4.2.9 Target chamber for backscattering and channelling (M.D. Scott)

A number of modifications have been made to the backscattering equipment to

enable easier alignment and improved vacuum. These include:

A light beam reflected from the sample surface through a glass window

onto translucent paper. This enables rapid mapping of planar

channels and the axial channel is located at the direction of

intersection of these planar channels.

tInstrumentation and Control Division
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A system which enables detectors to be cooled to 100C to obtain

lower leakage current and hence improved resolution.

A low heat capacity cold trap in the target chamber located close

to the sample. This can be cooled or warmed in a matter of

minutes and reduces the pressure in the target chamber to �Ul mPa.

• Improved cold traps in the beam line to reduce the build-up of carbon

contamination on targets.

A permanent magnet which separates the singly charged helium from

neutral particles, doubly charged helium ions and heavy ions.

A Polaroid camera system to photograph samples after mounting, to

enable accurate mapping of points at which spectra are obtained

during a scan.

• An array of calibration targets of elements having a single dominant

isotope has been attached to the goniometer mount. Elements

used for this purpose are C, Al, Co, N, Au.

Movable detector mount

The glancing angle technique for enhanced RBS depth resolution requires a

detector mounted approximately 950 from the incident beam direction. This angle

must be adjusted to accommodate samples with different orientations of the exit

face. A mounting has been constructed which rotates about the vertical chamber

axis, and is operated by a crank and shaft feedthrough. The pivot can be

attached either to the room temperature bottom plate of the chamber, or to the

cold target shroud if cooled detector operation is required.

measurement of the detector angle

Two angles are significant for channelled RBS work: (a) the kinematic angle

through which the beam is scattered which affects the target mass calibration;

and (b) the exit clearance angle, which affects the depth scale calibration.

When the sample face orientation is varied during channelling operations or for

different samples, the detector angle may require re-adjustment for constant (a)

or (b). No direct readout of detector angle is available, so both angles are

measured by rotating the target to determine the angle at which the detector is

eclipsed, i.e. the scattered counts disappear. This angle is measured to ±0.2

using the light spot readout of the sample face angle, extrapolated, if neces-

sary, by the external goniometer scale.
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4.3 Ion Beam Applications
t

4.3.1 Proton induced decoration (.R. Bird, R.W.T. Wilkins , A. Rose)

In this joint project with the CSIRO Division of Mineralogy, further work

has been carried out on proton decoration of dislocations in halite (NaCl),

including studies of the colouration process and of the behaviour of fluid

inclusions at elevated temperatures.

one beam line of the 3 MV Van de Graaff accelerator has been adapted to

permit the measurement of optical absorption spectra during proton irradiation

of heated crystals. The results for a particular sample of halite from Detroit,

heated to temperatures in the range from 150 to 220 0C, show rapid F-centre sat-

uration and a threshold followed by approximately linear growth in colour density

at 580 mm, customarily attributed to the formation of colloid particles

(Figure 10). However, the 580 nm. growth rate and the shape of the final absorp-

tion spectrum are found to depend on a number of parameters including the dura-

tion of exposure to light and elevated temperature. Similar measurements on

synthetic NaCl crystals also show considerable variation in results, particularly

the final absorption spectra (Figure 11).

Decoration of dislocations in Detroit halite reveals 110> glide bands inter-

secting the (001) cleavage surface in 110> directions. These bands appear with

colouration ranging from yellow/brown to blue and violet and normally consist of

increased colour against a lighter background. Under some conditions, 'reverse'

bands are observed with a much paler colour than the background. Bands are not

observed in synthetic crystals coloured under identical conditions unless the

crystals are deformed when weak reverse bands occur.

Fluid inclusions are observed to develop coloured 'star' patterns corres-

ponding to 110> glide bands formed by deformation of the surrounding salt as

the fluid expanded at the irradiation temperature. A colourless region separat-

ing the star pattern from the inclusion results from recrystallisation after

irradiation. Measurements of sizes of inclusions before and after irradiation

show that considerable pressure can be sustained at temperatures below 300 0 C

but, at higher temperatures, rapid deformation of the surrounding salt occurs

in conjunction with vaporisation of the liquid.

Measurements of proton induced X-rays from Detroit halite show the presence

of the following impurities (Figure 12) which are not present in synthetic

crystals: Ca (ulOOO ppm); Fe (500 ppm); Zn (u30 ppm) ; Cu `50 ppm); Br (%100

ppm). The presence of such impurities as Ca is known to modify the rate of F-

tCSIRO Division of Mineralogy
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(1)centre colouration of KC1 but further information is needed to establish

possible links between impurity levels, the effect of plastic deformation and

the production of colour centres and possibly colloid particles.

4.3.2 Solar absorbers (J.R. Bird, R. Clapp*)

Alpha particle backscattering from black chrome surfaces gives information

on both oxygen and chromium depth profiles (Figure 13). However, the oxygen

peak is superimposed on a high count rate caused by scattering from the metal

substrates. More accurate measurements of the oxygen profiles can be made

using the 180(pa) reaction, but the depth resolution in this case is reduced

by the need to use an absorber foil to prevent scattered protons reaching the

alpha-particle detector. Glancing angle techniques have been investigated to

obtain the best possible depth resolution.

Glancing angle measurements can be made with fixed beam to detector angle,

fixed beam to sample surface angle or fixed detector to sample surface angle.

Results for the first method are shown in Figure 14 with alpha-particle detec-

tion at 900 to the incident proton beam 0840 MeV). As the plane of the sample

is rotated to be close to the alpha-particle direction, the width of the oxygen

peak broadens and an optimum depth resolution (10 pg cm-2) is observed for
0

angles close to 10 Similar measurements for black chrome absorbers prepared

with different plating times are shown in Figure 15. An important factor in

the interpretation of these profiles is the presence of considerable surface

roughness as revealed by electron microscopy. Investigations are continuing

of the use of a number of independent measurements to obtain information on

both roughness and concentration gradients.

4.3.3 Biomedical applications (E. Clayton, S. Altree-Williams t

K. Woolert)

Because of its multi-element capacity, PIXE potentially has many biological

and medical applications. During the year, joint preliminary studies were under-

taken with the Division of occupational Health, New South Wales Health Commis-

sion. Trace element analysis of human tissues and fluids has attracted atten-

tion both because of possible correlation between trace element concentration

and disease states and also because they may act as a monitor of environmental

change.

(1) Sibley, W.A., Nelson, C.M. and Crawford Jr., J.H. 1965) - Phys. Rev.

139:1328.

New South Wales Institute of Technology

tDivision of Occupational Health, New South Wales Health Commission
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We have studied human blood, urine, hair and toenails. Table 4 shows the

result of analysis of lyophilised whole blood from five donors. The measure-

ments which state errors (column 5) were an average of 14 runs. The 'Expected'

column is from the ICRP Reference Man. Apart from and Ca, PIXE appears to be

a good method for measuring trace elements in blood. Lead is at the detect-

ability limit. It would be necessary to ash the sample to obtain accurate Pb

values. There are greater uncertainties in the results for P S, Cl, K and Ca

because of lack of knowledge of the detector efficiency at low X-ray energy at

the time these measurements were made. This situation has now been rectified

and re-analysis would increase these values by between 10 and 25 per cent. A

sample of IAEA reference animal blood was also analysed and eight measurements

were taken (Table 5).

Figure 16 shows the PIXE spectrum of a human toenail bombarded with

2.5 MeV protons and using a 1.5 mm Perspex filter to reduce the low energy X-ray

count rate. Special target preparation was unnecessary and the measurement took

40 minutes at nA. Chronium, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb and Br are readily identified

in the spectrum. Although the trace elements have low concentration, for example

Pb is approximately 20 pg g-1, they are readily identified and analysed.

As obtaining a hair sample is much less invasive than, for example, taking

a blood sample, it would be of obvious benefit if analysis of hair could yield

similar information to that given by analysis of other body tissues or fluids.

A major study has been mounted to consider the validity of hair trace element

analysis and also the method of undertaking it. The statistical procedures

developed for artefact provenancing will also be used in this study.
t

4.3.4 Archaeology (W.R. Ambrose , P. Duerden, .R. Bird)

The field collections which archaeologists make in order to write pre-

history are rarely useful in their own right, but must be analysed in different

ways to yield their store of information. The materials carrying this informa-

tion are most useful where they are widespread and exhibit a large inherent

variability over time. Pottery and metal artefacts are therefore commonly

analysed for their form, design or composition. But artefact raw materials such

as clay, stone and obsidian have been equally useful in demonstrating the range

of communication and movement of peoples over time. The correlation of data on

the geographic distribution of these materials is dependent on their accurate

dating, chemical characterisation and intrinsic homogeneity.

tDepartment of Prehistory, Australian National University
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TABLE 4

HUMAN WHOLE BLOOD

Normal
1 2 3 4 5 P Expected')

P 249 245 244 250 277±60 350

S 892 450 694 700 548±130 1850

Cl 2240 2208 2217 2248 2640±550 2780

K 1823 2010 1957 2022 1705±290 1630

Ca 12 29 29 18 33±8 56

Fe 360 403 408 406 423±40 460

Cu 0.72 0.4 1.0 1.6 1.2±0.5 1

Zn 5.79 5.75 4.99 5.03 4.67±0.7 6

Br 3.56 3.61 3.24 2.96 2.40±0.8 5

Rb 1.12 1.79 2.58 1.79 1.62±0.4 1

Pb 0.13 0.16 0.1 0.37 0.2 0.25

TABLE 

IAEA DRIED ANIMAL BLOOD

Reference
PPM Values

Mn 107±18 123±22

Fe 3410±500 3410±260

Cu 45±5 45±3

Zn 85±9 89±12

Br 8.4±1.3 -

Rb 3.6±0.9
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Obsidian

(P. Duerden, .R. Bird, W.R. Ambrose, B.F. Leach t

Automated measurements of proton induced X-rays (PIXE) and y-rays (PIGME)

have been applied to several thousand obsidian specimens. Peak areas from the

two spectra are measured simultaneously. The speed of the measurements, at

three to five minutes per specimen, enables complete archaeological collections

to be analysed for up to 20 elements. Such a arge data collection allows for

very sensitive discrimination between chemically close obsidian flows, and

therefore provides a very precise and detailed key for tracing artefacts to

their respective sources.

obsidian was prehistorically an important material that was distributed

widely in Oceania and has provided very significant information on the settle-

ment and prehistoric communication networks of the region. The application of

ion beam analysis to obsidian, from archaeological sites in Melanesia, has been

particularly productive in revealing the complexity and range of these ancient

linkages by land and sea. In the Admiralty Islands, the combination of numerous

radiocarbon dated sites and about 1500 PIXE analyses on obsidians shows the com-

plex changing connections of traffic in this material over the last 4000 years.

This work as also shown that obsidian was carried from sources, across a

sea barrier, to sites more than 400 kilometres away about 6000 years ago, and

more than 3000 kilometres from the Bismark Archipelago to Vanuatu (New Hebrides)

between 3000 to 4000 years ago.

The PIXE-PIGME data is also used to derive concentrations of elements with-

in most of the first half of the periodic table, although this requires more

computer time to unfold the spectra. This is performed when it is necessary to

compare the results with other analytical techniques, or where quantitative

results are required to define the geochemical nature of each source. All the

known surces in the Papua New Guinea, New Zealand and Pacific Islands have been

treated in this way. This normally involves multiple measurements on numerous

specimens from each source. The results reveal broad regional differences as

well as lesser differences between localised sources. There is a satisfactory

agreement with results from other analytical techniques.

Provenancing

(P. Duerden, E. Clayton, R.J. Cawley)

A computer file listing has been established to handle the vast data

library that has been derived from the PTXE-PIGME measurements of obsidian

tAnthropology Department, University of Otago, New Zealand
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source and artefact samples. Two provenance sorting routines have been set up

to identify and group multivariable data and allocate artefacts to sources (if

previously measured and stored in the data file). Ten ratios of element con-

centrations are used for this sorting.

U) Chi-squared

Given a measure of N attributes for each unknown sample, we wish to estimate

the probability that the sample is a member of a known source population. Assume

that the sources have N attributes with mean x and standard deviation . and

the unknown object has mean y and standard deviation a Then the reduced

deviation E is given by:

E = (x _y )/x2
i i

where X = G�+02
i I i

Then C = E�

is distributed as X2 with N degrees of freedom, provided that the sample and

source are from the same population.

Each artefact sample is compared with 85 previously measured sources. A

listing of the artefacts and the sources from which they appear to originate,

and the probability that the artefact and the source are from the same popula-

tion, is produced.

(ii) Principal Coordinates

A set of m samples, each of which is characterised by n attributes, can be

represented by an m x n matrix

x11 " xln

A

xml ... mn

The dispersion matrix D is the matrix of squares and cross products and is

given by A TA, which is an n x n matrix

T
D = A A

Principal components analysis is a means of representing the original data

matrix A, in a space of reduced dimensions. The analysis is carried out by

calculating the eigenvalues X and eigenvectors v of the dispersion matrix by

solving the determinant equation:
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ID-XI I = 

for and then obtaining the matrix of eigenvectors v Then, with respect to

the new representation, the principal components matrix is given by post-

multiplying the data matrix A by the matrix of eigenvectors. This method is

useful if the first few eigenvalues sum to a large component of the trace of

the dispersion matrix D. Then, although the original dispersion matrix may

have been based on 10 or 20 attributes, the first few components as calculated

from the eigenvalues are a good representation of the original data matrix.

A typical example produced, using 10 attributes, is shown in Figure 17. The

calculated first three eigenvalues account for 50, 23 and 15 per cent of the

trace and thus provide a good representation of the data.

The obsidian artefacts used were found in three Lapita sites in the Reef

and Santa Cruz Island groups of the southeast Solomons. Source samples from

a number of areas in the southwest Pacific have also been included. It can be

seen i Figure 17 that a number of the artefact samples are identified with

sources in the Bismark Archipelago (Talasea), the Admiralty Islands (Lou

Island) and Vamatu (Vanua Lava).

Clay

(P. Duerden, O.S. Rye)

Pottery composition is influenced not only by the composition of raw

material sources but also, during manufacture, by the presence of impurities in

water used to wet the clay. For some elements, concentration may be a function

of firing temperature. Analytical measurement variation for specific elements

may exceed elemental concentration variations etween some sources. The rele-

vance of these variables to Papuan pottery sourcing has been investigated.

About 800 artefact samples from the 100 000 available in the Motupore region of

Papua New Guinea have now been measured by the PIXE-PIGME technique. Prelimin-

ary analysis suggests that they were manufactured within the district using

local clay and sand sources. This measurement program is being extended to

study ottery samples from the Admiralty Islands area.

Aboriginal ochres and artefacts

(D.D. Cohen*, C.H.L. Kennard K.D. Dwyer W. Hicks

The work commenced last year on the characterisation of Aboriginal ochres

using PIXE is continuing and has been extended to include runs on ground arte-

facts and solid lumps of sandstone rock. Standard rock samples (National Bureau

Australian Institute of Nuclear Science and Engineering

Department of Chemistry, University of Queensland
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of Standards) have been analysed by PIXE for Si, Fe, Al, Ti, Mn, Ca, Mg, Na, K,

and these results are used to calculate trace element concentrations in

Aboriginal rock artefacts.

4.3.5 PIXE-RBS studies of generation impurities in silicon
t t

(D.D. Cohen, B. Golja , A.G. Nassibian

Both proton induced X-ray emission (PIXE) and RBS using He + ions have been

used to study impurities in silicon. Rutherford backscattering covers the

light Z impurities and PIXE the medium to heavy Z. Figure 18 shows a typical

PIXE spectrum for an AERE Harwell implanted Bi standard 477 x 1015 atoms/cm2);

the low energy Si K X-rays 17 keV) have been cut by a 1.5 mm Perspex filter

placed between the target and the detector.

The full thick target X-ray yield calculations of Clayton et al. (1) have

been used to produce a yield curve for all X-rays from trace elements

1 < Z < 50 for K X-rays and 47 < Z < 92 for L X-rays (see Figures 19 and 20)

for a proton bombarding energy of 25 MeV.

4.3.6 An efficiency model for Si(Li) detectors (D.D. Cohen)

A simple five parameter model for the efficiency of a Si(Li) detector has

been developed. The detection efficiency is the product of the intrinsic

efficiency I of the sensitive volume and several correction factors:

I g Be Au d R P

where f (E) is the photon energy dependent geometric factor, f Be' fAu' fd are

transmission factors through the beryllium window, gold and frontal dead layers

respectively, and f R is the correction for radial dependent efficiency.

Explicit expressions for the terms in equation 41) have been calculated

in terms of: x Be the beryllium window thickness (�im), x Au the gold layer thick-

ness =), x Si the silicon dead layer thickness, D the detector thickness (�Im),

r the detector radius, d the source detector distance and Z(E) the mean inter-

action depth for a photon of energy E (keV). They are:

6 1-exp[-15.02D E 3.22 E > 20 keV

2 _�l

(E = 1_ [1 Z 2
9 x X)�] d]

where x = r2/(d+Z)2 and r is the source radius,
s s

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Western Australia

(1) Clayton, E., Cohen, D.D. and Duerden, P. 1981) - Thick target PIXE analysis
and yield curve calculations, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. 180:541-548
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Z (E) 1-exp (-pD) 1+IiD)
[l-exp(-pD)]

and p(E) 4.83 x 104 E 2.79 cm-1 for E > 1838 keV

f exp[-0.1098 x E_ 2.92 E > 02 keV
Be Be

f exp[-80.85 x E-2.55 3.4 < E < 11.9 keV
Au Au

= exp[-2.8 x Au ] 2.2 < E < 3.4 keV

= exp[-11.20 x E_ 2.16 0.76 < E < 2.2 keV
Au

f exp[-4.830 x E_ 2.79 E > 1.838 keV
d Si

= exp[-0.3631 x E_ 3.03 0.2 < E < 1.838 keV
Si

1 jr
f = - exp[-at2ldt

R r
0

where a. is obtained by measuring radial detector photopeak efficiency (a 0 for

no radial efficiency drop off).

Calibrated 24'Am' 54Mn and 57CO sources have been used to experimentally

check the model over the X-ray energy range 3 to 60 keV. A typical fit is shown

in Figure 21. Our small diameter Si(Li) detector mm) was found to have a

radial efficiency dependence modelled by

c(r) = E 0exp[-ar2i

with a = 0285. This meant that the full detector integrated efficiency (as

given by f R ) was never more than 72 per cent.

4.3.7 A study of genetic disorders involving snsitivity

to ionising radiation (M.F. Lavin t, J. Houldsworth t

D. D. Cohen, T. Wall)

A study is being undertaken to determine the level of DNA repair in control

cells and cells from individuals with ataxia telangiectasia after exposure to

both y-radiation and neutrons. Ataxia telangiectasia was chosen in the study

since cells from these individuals are hypersensitive to ionising radiation

and therefore present a useful approach to studying the changes induced by

radiation in converting a normal cell to a neoplastic cell. The two forms of

radiation were employed because of their different relative biological effec-

tiveness and because evidence is available which shows that lesions produced in

DNA by the two forms are repaired with different efficiencies. Comparison of

tDepartment of Biochemistry, University of Queensland
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repair induced by thermal neutrons from the reactor Moata with that induced by

y-rays shows a considerably reduced level, over a range of neutron doses.

The degree of inhibition of DNA to repair itself with time, after neutron

irradiation, proceeds at unirradiated levels in the period four to eight hours

after exposure. This is in contrast to the results obtained with y-rays where

the cell's inhibition is still considerable over this period. During the past

year, the 3 MV Van de Graaff accelerator and the 9Be(dn) reaction have been

used as a source of more energetic neutrons, since it was evident that, even

at high doses, thermal neutrons induce only low levels of DNA repair.

4.3.8 L-shell ionisation cross sections for protons and

He+ bombardment of thin and thick targets (D.D. Cohen)

The LI, L2, L3 and total L-shell ionisation cross sections have been

measured using the X-ray yield for thick and thin targets 66 <_ Z <_ 92) for

proton and He+ bombardment in the energy range 0. < E < 30 MeV. The results

have been compared with the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA), the relativ-

(1)istic PWBA (CPSSR) of Brandt and Lapicki

The full thick target calculations, integrating over projectile energy loss

and X-ray absorption in the target, have been made and compared with the simpler

thin target results.

A typical spectrum showing the ten L series X-ray lines resolved by the

Si(Li) detector is shown in Figure 22. The raw peak areas were corrected for

detector efficiency, divided by the deadtime corrected total charge and then

fitted to an empirical function of the form aE/b-llc where E is the incident

projectile energy and, a, b and c are constants determined by the least squares

fit to the data points. Figure 23 shows a typical fit to the data for He + on

thick Pb, using the major lines U, L, Ln, L�, Ly and L TOTAL' where L�, Ly and

LTOTAL are the total of all 6 y and X-ray transitions respectively.

The number of counts in a peak are then related to the ionisation subshell

cross sections in the standard way via the subshell fluorescence yields and the

appropriate Coster-Kronig transition rates.

Figures 24 and 25 show GI, G2 and a3 for thin and thick Pb bombarded

with protons and He The theoretical values of the PWBA, PWBAR and CPSSR are

also shown for comparison. Tabulated values for these subshell ionisation cross

sections are available for bombardment of Dy W Au, Pb and U over the energy

range to 3 MeV. The results are best described by the CPSSR theory as is

shown in Figure 26.

(1) Brandt, W. and Lapicki, G. 1979) - Phys. Rev., A20:465
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4.3.9 General purpose target chamber (L.H. Russell)

The chamber system has geen modified to contain a machined graphite Faraday

cup. Collimation of the ion beam, precision location of the target, electron

flood and current collection from the cup are provided.

The Faraday cup is a cylindrical graphite box whose axis lies along the

direction of the ion beam. The front cup is drilled to provide entry for the

ion beam and for the detection of emitted X-rays, X-rays and backscattered ions

by detectors placed at 135 0 to the incoming beam. The back is drilled so that

the ion. beams can pass straight through the cup and be collected for cross

correlation of the Faraday cup current measurement by an auxilliary long metal

mesh current collector.

A set of roller bearings is fixed within the graphite box to locate the

target stick as it moves through side ports in the cup. The target stick

provides spigots and magnetic strip to locate the target holders and provide

quick and accurate mounting of the holders. The front face of any mounted

target is set to be at the centre position of the chamber. The electron flood,

consisting of two switched, heated carbon filaments, either of which will reduce

the charging of insulating targets, is located inside the cup.

A graphite aperture is placed in front of the graphite box to collimate the

incoming ion beam and ensure that no scattered ions enter the box and irradiate

the target. Between the collimator and the cup is a graphite electron suppres-

sion screen which provides a voltage to prevent electron escape from the cup.

Electrical connectors are provided through the base of the chamber. Current

collection has been checked using standard current sources over the to 500 nA

range.

The modifications to the system mean that precise target locations, good

ion beam collimation that removes the effect of scattered ions, and accurate

measurement can be obtained. The computer controlled target stick movement and

an irradiation time of about five minutes per sample, together with the fast

and accurate loading of targets and target sticks that are now available, means

that up to 240 samples can be irradiated and analysed per day.

4.4 Neutron Irradiations

4.4.1 Uranium analysis service (T. Wall)

The number of samples analysed between October 1979 and 30 September 1980

was 5872. Of these, 5039 were processed for the following 16 non-AAEC customers:

seven mining and exploration companies 3794 samples), five analytical labora-

tories 1134 samples), four university research departments (111 samples). The

remaining 833 samples were analysed for the following AAEC projects: uranium
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ore leaching 446 samples), uranium bioassay 123 samples), Analytical Chemistry

Section Services 189 samples), Radiopharmaceutical Control 60 samples), waste

Control (15 samples).

4.4.2 Autoradiography O.R. Bird, T. Wall)

Further measurements have been ade of the gamma ray spectra from a black

and white gouache activated in the Moata reactor. These show that after 420

days of decay, the cominant radionuclides present are: 6Zn, 110mAg, 134Cs and

152Eu. Additional autoradiographs show a striking change in the region of the

right border of the gouache (when compared with early radiographs and the

original) and many changes in detail. Some of the features of the later radio-

graphs reproduce, with considerable accuracy, those of a much larger painting by

the same artist (Oscar Fristr6m, who was a promient member of the Brisbane art

community at the end of the last century). The most likely explanation of the

available evidence is that ristr6m used a photograph of the large oil painting

as the basis for preparing a gouache for presentation purposes. The gouache

follows closely the central features of the photograph, but differs from it in

peripheral detail. This result provides a further illustration of the useful-

ness of neutron activation in the study of art history. The work was carried

out in collaboration with the Chemistry and Fine Arts Departments of the

University of Queensland.

4.4.3 Neutron activation analysis (T. Wall, L.H. Russell)

Data for work on thermoluminescent dating was provided for the Physics

Department, Adelaide University. Analysis of pottery fragments by neutron

activation using Moata was shown to be accurate to ± per cent at the �Ig/g

thorium concentration level. An automatic sample counter was successfully

tested using geological samples previously analysied by Analtyical Chemistry

Section.

4.5 Facilities

4.5.1 3 MV Van de Graaff accelerator (H.G. Broe, J. Fallon)

Accelerator operation was limited during this year because of the time

required for maintenance. Total operating hours were 2700 of which 1516 were

used on nuclear applications and 1184 for neutron physics. Approximately

30 per cent of all operation was unattended. Time used for each experiment is

shown in Table 6.
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TABLE 6

ACCELERATOR TIME ALLOCATION 110/79 TO 30/9/80

Category Experiment Hours

Applications PIXE 610

Reactions 220

Decoration 112

Implantation RBS, channelling 477

Neutron Physics Fission 155

Capture 1042

Irradiations Radiobiology 24

Total experiment 2640

Tests 60

Maintenance 1615

Unattended operation 870

Ion sources

The major problem during the year was the break down of ion source bottles

either at the probe (four cases) or at the base (two cases). It is still not

certain whether this was the cause or the effect of high base pressure in the

accelerating tube. For some time, it was thought that incorrect tuning of the

ion source resulted in it cracking with a subsequent increase in base pressure.

There was an indication that the glue used in assembly may have been the problem,

as glue migration was evident on the inner wall of one of the base cracked

bottles. It is now felt that an initially high base pressure caused by a faulty

main turbopump may have resulted in the ion source bottle problems.

Turbopumps

The main turbopump was eventually found to be at fault after finding that

the mid section inner body of the turbine stator had rotated thus reducing in

size the hole through which the gas molecules pass. Possibly this section was

slowly and continuously rotating over many months, causing a continuously chang-

ing base pressure. The suspected cause of the rotation was the inadvertent

dropping of an ' ring into the pump which fouled between the moving blades of

the rotor and the inner body section.

Gas system

A three-gas internal system was installed after having had limited success

with an external gas system. Thermomechanical leaks are being used with the
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eventual replacement of some with palladium leaks. one type of thermomechanical

leak uses a ceramic rod which contracts with heat and releases a ball from a

seat and allows gas to pass. Unfortunately, complete sealing often requires

excessive pressure on the ceramic rod, resulting in it shattering.

Nitrogen ions

For the first time, 1N ions were mass analysed from an accelerated nitro-

gen ion beam. Oxygen-free nitrogen was used as the ionised medium. Beam out-

put was low (%30 iA), but with good stability. There appeared to be very little,

if any, undue wear on the ion source canal, although only 40 hours of nitrogen

operation took place. The M 10 W einzel lens resistor was replaced with a

5 MO, 28 W resistor chain to dissipate increased load due to the heavy ion

cloud around the lens.

4.5.2 Data processing

IBM 3031 link tasks

The change to the MVS operating system on the IBM 3031 meant that all 'link

tasks' associated with the PDP15 and PDPll data acquisition systems had to be

rewritten to use the new Dataway and disk communication facilities. The main

routines affected were the bulk tasks PP15DSV which controls transfer of data

arrays between the PDP15 and IBM 3031 disks, FOCAL# which controls the storage

of PDP15 FOCAL source program on the IBM 3031 disks, the PDP15 program loading

programs and CFDMPLNK which controls the storage of event by event data produced

by the PDP1140 multiparameter experiments. Several utility routines associated

with Dataway access for the PDP15 also required modification.

PDP7

The PDP7 has reached the stage where it is almost impossible to use reliably.

As noted in previous reports, it is subject to intermittent faults which dis-

appear spontaneously when diagnosis is attempted. The frequency of such faults

has increased dramatically; in view of this and the age of the machine, it has

been decided to retire the PDP7.

PDP15

Now that MVS is running fulltime, PDP15 access to the IBM 3031 has returned

to almost full time (excepting for maintenance periods on Monday mornings), thus

removing the severe restrictions on automated experiments noted in the last

progress report.

The PDP15 has been successfully and regularly used for extended periods of

unattended automated experiment control and data logging despite the input/out-

put processor problems noted in earlier reports; however, intermittent faults

have still occurred.
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New CAMAC stepping motor controllers have been acquired and FOCAL routines

have been written to control them. These stepping motor controllers are used

to automate target positioning for accelerator experiments.

OBSID

Statistics procedures have been added to the data handling program OBSID.

These routines provide for sample comparisons and classification based on chi-

square tests and multivariate classification procedures. A simple class

exclusion routine has also been provided whereby samples are excluded from a

known classification based on distance from the known class of each parameter

as measured by number of standard deviation units.

UNED

New features have been added to the text editing program UNED. These fea-

tures include dynamic allocation of datasets to be edited, relaxation of the

80 column limit on line length, and provision of user profiles. A major change

was to make UNED available as a link tool accessible as $UNED, thus removing the

complexity of getting started. UNED was also made compatible with TSO.

GT40

A multi-terminal version of the GT40 program HASTE was written (HASTM).

This program will support as many terminals as are required, a separate terminal

table being needed for each. This program now operates successfully and is used

on the Nuclear Applications Section's GT40 to provide terminal access to the

IBM 3031 and other dataway computers. At present, one graphics terminal (VT14)

and one visual display terminal are attached to the system.

The memory of the GT40 has been expanded from 8K words to 28K words thus

making possible larger display files and the software support for multiple

terminals.

5. PLASMA PHYSICS

5.1 Atomic Data Library (J.L. Cook, BE. Clancy, E.K. Rose)

Experience gained in using the preliminary version of the data library dis-

cussed in the previous report showed a number of shortcomings. These led to the

following revisions:

(a) The fixed temperature grid selected was only adequate in the

1 to 20 kev range where fusion power reactors might be expected

to operate. The number of points in the fixed grid has been

doubled; it now spans the range 10 eV to 1 MeV and gives ade-

quate coverage of the region 50 eV to 50 keV.
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(b) The number of materials for which data are compiled is increased

to include all ions calculated by Post et al. Although much

of their data is for ions unlikely to be present in the nuclear

fusion plasmas, it is planned to investigate the systematics of

ion cooling rates at a later stage.

5.2 Zero Dimensional Computer Code Development (B.E. Clancy, J.L. Cook)

Further development of the tokamak computer code SCORCH described in

earlier progress reports is continuing. The treatment of energy and particle

diffusion losses using the buckling concept has been put on a firmer foundation

by specifying defined profiles for electron and ion temperatures and for ion

number densities. Neo-classical theory then gives profiles for most other

quantities of interest and should make calculation of losses straightforward -

at least on the basis of the assumed profiles.

Treatment of charge exchange losses is the area causing greatest difficulty

at present and further improvement in this area is necessary.

5.3 Interactive Code Development (B.E. Clancy)

Implementation of the new MVS operating system on the AAEC central computer

has removed the core storage limitation on the two interactive codes: SUPERFIT -

for interactive least squares fitting; and COMFORT - for simple FORTRAN program

writing and testing. These codes previously had only limited access to standard

mathematical functions and subroutines, but in their MVS version all standard

FORTRAN functions can be accessed.

5.4 Australian National University

5.4.1 LT-4 tokamak (G. Hogg)

LT-4 has been operating routinely with a toroidal field of 27 T, using the

homopolar generator as its power supply, with up to 65 shots/day. The plasma

current (typically 45 kA) is initiated by a 7000 pF capacitor bank discharge and

then sustained by current from a .8 MVA mercury arc rectifier for a period of

up to 40 ms. To maintain the plasma equilibrium in the vertical plane, a 100-

element transistor switched active feedback power supply capable of providing

±480 A has been installed which monitors the position of the plasma by a system

of magnetic pick-up coils and then changes the currents in a set of control wind-

ings appropriately. To provide equilibrium in the horizontal plane, i.e. to

counteract expansion forces in major radius which depend both on current distri-

bution and plasma pressure, requires much larger control currents. Until now

(1) Post, D.E., Jensen, R.V., Tarter, C.B., Grasberger, W.H. and Lokke, W.A.
(1977 - Steady state radiative cooling rates for low-density, high-
temperature plasmas. At. Data Nucl. Data Tables, 20:5
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they have been provided by a passive system which shares current with the

primary winding of the transformer, resulting in the restricted pulse duration.

Tb overcome this, and to allow operation at higher plasma current, an active

feedback system using a .8 MVA mercury arc rectifier set capable of supplying

3000 A has been installed and is at present being commissioned.

Under typical operation the plasma has a mean density of 2 x 1013 cm-3

(measured with a 2 mm wavelength microwave interferometer and an electron

temperature of 200 eV (determined from Thomson scattering using the ruby laser).

The loop voltage is 12 V and the plasma resistance 30 pQ. This corresponds to

a conductivity temperature of 140 eV and a total energy confinement time %l ms.

The mean electron density has been increased to 4 x 1013 cm-3 by hydrogen

gas injection at peak plasma current using a pulsed gas supply controlled by a

pieZO-E!lectric valve.

TATLen the plasma is well centred, the electron cyclotron radiation spectrum

shows the plasma to be essentially free of runaway electrons. Diagnostics

which ave come into operation in the past year are:

- a ruby laser Thomson scattering system to measure local electron

temperature;

- a scanning Michelson radiation interferometer to measure the

electron temperature radial profile from electron cyclotron

harmonic radiation;

- a soft X-ray diode array to locate regions of strong MHD activity.

Di-agnostics which are currently being installed n LT-4 are:

- 337 pm wavelength multichannel interferometer employing a HCN gas

discharge laser to measure the electron density distribution

(one channel is operation);

- a liquid nitrogen cooled soft X-ray detector to measure electron

temperature and impurity content;

- a total radiation bolometer.

Soft X-ray measurements

(i) Soft X-ray fluctuations

Fluctuations of the plasma electron temperature and density are reflected

in the variation of the soft X-ray flux emitted from the plasma. Determination

of the temporal variation of the X-ray emissions is achieved with an array of

seven silicon surface barrier detectors which view the plasma across different

chordal lines. The detectors are shielded from hard X-rays and mounted in a

vacuum chamber which is separated from the torus vacuum by a 25 pm beryllium

window.. he detector outputs are amplified and recorded on a MHz bandwidth
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multichannel data acquisition system. The system has been installed on the LT-4

torus and is currently being commissioned.

(ii) Electron temperature and effective ion charge

The plasma electron temperature can be determined from a measurement of the

energy spectrum of the plasma X-rays. The energy spectrum is measured with a

liquid nitrogen cooled silicon detector t which views the plasma directly and is

coupled to the LT-4 torus by an independently pumped vacuum system. Incorporated

in the vacuum line is a collimation system which permits adjustment of the count

rate, which is limited by pile-up effects in the amplifier to 104 pulses s-1.

The detector has a measured resolution of 220 eV FWHM at 59 keV at this count

rate. The system is currently being commissioned on LT-4; interference in the

detector electronics is being encountered which entails the installation of

additional electrical screening to the system.

5.5 University of Sydney

5.5.1 The parametric excitation of kinetic Alfven waves

by a magnetic pump (I.J. Donnelly)

The parametric decay of a magneto-acoustic pump wave into low frequency

waves modified by finite temperature effects is considered. The excited waves

are the kinetic Alfven wave and the ion-acoustic wave. The former wave plays an

important role in linear heating schemes employing the mode conversion of magneto-

acoustic waves at the Alfven resonance. The parametric growth rates and pump

thresholds for the excitation of these waves are found using a two-fluid plasma

model with hot electrons and cold ions. This model predicts kinetic Alfven wave

properties and ion-acoustic wave properties which are in agreement with those

obtained from kinetic theory in the appropriate temperature limits.

A normal mode formulation of the parametric excitation problem is used.

The kinetic Alfven waves satisfy the wave equations

3 + iW + a± (k-rt = (5.1)
�Dt - a a)

where each normal mode amplitude a is a combination of the field components of

the wave. The factor a is due to Landau damping. In the presence of the pump

the equation becomes

9 + iW + a F (pump fields a+, a-) (5.2)
Pt a a)

and it is a simple matter to select the resonant terms on each side of the equa-

The silicon detector and preamplifier were constructed by Instrumentation and
Control Division, AAEC Research Establishment
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tion. A similar equation holds for the normal mode amplitudes of the ion-

acoustic waves.

A standing wave magneto-acoustic pump excites two oppositely propagating

kinetic Alfven waves with a parametric growth rate given by

6W a (1+X s+2sine2) [-rT m e va w= - - -1cosko il (5.3)
4 1+X 8 m c s a

s s

where is the fractional pump amplitude, the pump frequency w = 2w., X s

'2 2 with p c lpir c (T m is the ion acoustic wave speed, is the

angle between the wave vector of the pump and the perpendicular wave vector of

the Alfven waves, and the factor cosko-� is due to the spatial variation of the

pump. Well above threshold the growth rate equals the growth rate for two

ordinary Alfven waves when - 0. This is as expected since the kinetic

properties of the Alfven waves arise when is finite. The pump threshold

amplitude Eth can be derived from equation 53) by setting y = 0. It is

apparent, from equation 53) that the growth rate decreases as A increases,

predominantly because of an increase in the Landau damping factor.

A similar treatment shows that two ion-acoustic waves may be parametrically

excited with growth rate given by

F-W X sin m W
s s corl 7T S

Y � I Cos]2 (1+X 8 3/2
s

with wo = 2ws . The growth rate tends to zero as - 0, which corresponds to

the behaviour of two slow MHD waves in an isothermal plasma. The maximum growth

rate of the two ion-acoustic waves is obtained when is large.
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